Need help recycling old UPS equipment?

UPS Lifecycle Services from Schneider Electric

Do you have a plan for responsible disposal of old UPS units and batteries? If you're planning a new UPS refresh project, take advantage of our installation and recycling service options.

At Schneider Electric, Sustainability is at the core of everything we do. We can help you meet sustainability goals with recycling options as well as data and metrics to help you document your sustainability journey.

**Offer 1: Rip, Replace, Recycle**

Want us to **come on site** and do the work? Use our premium service for single-phase products, including APC Smart-UPS™ and competitor brands.

**Service covers:** Installation of a new APC UPS on site with removal and responsible disposal of the old UPS to an R2-certified facility.

**Available upon request:** R2 Certification and sustainability data collection for IT waste metrics.

**Offer 2: Return & Recycle**

Want help coordinating shipping but **don't need us on site**? Use our basic program for proper disposal of old equipment.

**Service covers:** Coordination of shipping of the replaced UPS for responsible disposal at an R2-certified facility.

**Available upon request:** R2 Certification and sustainability data collection for IT waste metrics.

**Did you know?**

APC Smart-UPS is a certified Schneider Electric Green Premium™ solution. The Green Premium label is our commitment to delivering products with best-in-class environmental performance. Green Premium promises compliance with the latest regulations, transparency on environmental impacts, and circular and low-CO2 products. To learn more, please visit APC’s Sustainability site.

For more information, click here and complete the form to connect with a sales representative.